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Abstract The aggregate behaviors of users can collectively encode deep se-
mantic information about the objects with which they interact. In this paper,
we demonstrate novel ways in which the synthesis of these data can illuminate
the terrain of users’ environment and support them in their decision mak-
ing and wayfinding. A novel application of Recurrent Neural Networks and
skip-gram models, approaches popularized by their application to modeling
language, are brought to bear on student university enrollment sequences to
create vector representations of courses and map out traversals across them.
We present demonstrations of how scrutability from these neural networks
can be gained and how the combination of these techniques can be seen as an
evolution of content tagging and a means for a recommender to balance user
preferences inferred from data with those explicitly specified. From validation
of the models to the development of a UI, we discuss additional requisite func-
tionality informed by the results of a usability study leading to the ultimate
deployment of the system at a university.
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1 Introduction
Adaptive recommendation systems [14] have utilized user ratings as a collab-
orative source of user preference as well as item content and tags to make
semantic based recommendations. Recent connectionist (i.e., neural network)
approaches to representing items are revealing that semantics can be learned
implicitly from behaviors [20, 78]. The most salient example of this has been
its application to language, where words are embedded into a vector space
based on the collection of word contexts observed in a large text corpus [71].
While words themselves have lexical semantics, the space they are embedded
into consists of conceptual semantics [42] such that distributed representa-
tions of royalty, capital of country, and many other relationships can be found
as features of the space. Applications outside of language have shown that
there is a semantic coherence to embeddings formed from sequences of tutor
problem solving [75, 80], movie viewing [6], e-commerce clickstream [20], and
course enrollments [77, 78]. The significance to the user modeling community
is that these representations of items, learned implicitly from behaviors, can
serve as an alternative, and at times more detailed source of semantics of an
item that can be inferred in place of explicit tagging, which can be expensive
or otherwise untenable.
Methodologically, we demonstrate an application of the inferences of these
implicit tags being used in place of conventional content-based recommen-
dation. Furthermore, we show how this representation of items, akin to a
knowledge-base, can be combined in a hybrid fashion [16] with recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNN) to construct a recommendation system that attempts to
balance this new content-based recommendation with a more traditionally col-
laborative one. Evaluation of the RNN was designed to mimic the real-world
scenario where courses are being suggested for a student’s next semester. We
discuss and methodologically address issues of scrutability in both model types.
While both models utilized are neural network architectures, word embedding
models are linear and therefore create a vector space with arithmetic and
scalar closure which can be queried and reasoned about. Recurrent neural
networks, and other “deep” [60] models, contain a high degree of non-linear
transformations, such as the standard sigmoid activation or the rectified linear
activation used in image classification [56]. This high degree of non-linearity
makes them naturally more opaque [17]; however, progress has been made to-
wards visualizing the manifold space of neural networks, and we demonstrate
how these techniques can be used to extract substantive information from our
RNN model.
In post-secondary education, particularly four-year degree programs, it is
important for institutions to strike a balance between guidance and informa-
tion; providing enough guidance to minimize poor enrollment decisions while
allowing students enough choice to develop self-regulation and find their own
path given the information at their disposal. In our system implementation,
we use an RNN with course requirement filter options to provide guidance
and a skip-gram model to provide course relevancy information with respect
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to their stated interests. The current landscape of enrollment systems and
course catalogues, despite being at the core of students’ interface to mapping
their educational paths, remains a web 1.0 experience for most with little to
no historical data or even classical recommendation models used to enhance
users’ experiences. We contribute a generational leap in this application area,
developing a personalized course guidance and information system bringing to
bear the aforementioned nascent modeling paradigms. We conduct a usability
study to understand the enrollment priorities and existing sources of course
information of students and to better align the system features and interface
with their needs. The system serves as not only a proof-of-concept of the this
hybrid representational approach to recommendation, but as a fully deployed
system, accessible by every major on campus and with real-time connection
to enrollment and class schedule APIs.
We conclude the paper with a discussion of the limitations of this model-
ing approach, the potential for persisting undesirable historic behaviors, and
strategies for counteracting these undesirable biases.
2 Related Work
In this section, we overview the relevant literature on student achievement
in the US post-secondary context, the collaborative and content-based algo-
rithms underpinning most recommender systems outside of education, and
the existing recommendation methods and systems as they have been applied
to the post-secondary context. The related literature on scrutability will be
introduced in section 7.1, after presentation of results of a user study.
2.1 The Need for Scalable Guidance in Higher-Education
The normative time for earning a Bachelors degree in the United States has
wandered far from the expected four-year target. DeAngelo et al. [26] found
that 6 years after matriculation, only 49.5% of students at public colleges had
earned their degree compared with 78.2% at private universities. Extracur-
ricular time commitments play a large role, with full-time students far more
likely to complete their degree than part-time students who often hold a job
while pursuing their degree [90]. However, part of the problem of student post-
secondary degree attainment is attributable to matters of guidance [1], with
a national adviser to student ratio of one to 400 and the observation that a
semester’s worth of non-requirement fulfilling credits are taken by students.
There is evidence that more readily available quality guidance on course selec-
tion could most benefit post-secondary students in two year degree programs
[44] whom the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO) has
declared1 are in need of greater access to information as they navigate their
way to transferring to a Bachelor’s program.
1 http://www.gao.gov/assets/690/686530.pdf
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2.2 Personalization & Recommendation
Definitions of personalization, adaptation, and individualization and their re-
lationships to one another are a topic of frequent discussion in the field [4].
Adaptation can be seen as the ability of a system to change based on the
actions of its users. This change could be one that affects all users of the
system; for example, changing the sequence of an online course syllabus (for
everyone) based on an analysis of learner behaviors from the previous offering
of the course. If the sequence of the course were changed, catering to learners
at the individual level, this would be an example of adaptation and person-
alization [79]. While adaptation necessarily involves changes based on data,
personalization does not have this as a requirement, as decisions about how to
personalize can come from the system, the user, or both. The term “individ-
ualization”, on the other hand, refers to adaptation specifically to one’s prior
domain knowledge and is applied in Intelligent Tutoring Systems and other
instructional approaches based on skill mastery [22]. Adaptive personalization
can be used to determine a student’s path or available options; alternatively,
when implemented in the form of a recommendation, it takes on a more infor-
mative objective, allowing the user to make the final decision and not restrict-
ing the options available to them. The appropriateness of these restrictions is
dependent on context, as learners in secondary school may have less developed
self-regulation [106] or executive function [28] and require a greater degree of
structure than in post-secondary. At either educational level, the importance
of student choice is a topic of active discussion, particularly in its relation to
the development of agency [92].
2.2.1 Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative Filtering is the process of filtering or evaluating items using
the opinions of the crowd [89]. It often involves factorizing a user and an
item based on historic ratings and then imputing users’ ratings of items based
on similar users in the factor space. The general approach has come out of e-
commerce [65] with the formalization of matrix factorization, now synonymous
with collaborative filtering, introduced in a movie prediction competition [54].
These works catalyzed adoption in adaptive systems in the user modeling
community [11, 18, 38, 50] and beyond [51–53, 67, 81]. The data presented
to these models involved explicit feedbacks (ratings). However, much of users’
interactions with items do not involve ratings and the amount and availability
of ratings can be quite scarce. For these reasons, recent attention is increasingly
shifting towards implicit data [8, 39, 40, 64]. However, implicit data is more
challenging to utilize for matrix factorization due to the natural scarcity of
negative feedback [39].
Neural networks have, in contrast, performed well in predicting sequences
of implicit or behavioral data, beginning most notably with language [69] and
extending to machine translation [94], text classification [59], speech recogni-
tion [34], speech synthesis [30], image captioning [68], image generation [36],
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learner sequence prediction [96], and more. They are beginning to be used
as a form of collaborative filtering for within-session recommendation in e-
commerce [41, 45, 95] and across-session recommendation based on longer
histories of user interaction [27].
2.2.2 Content-based Recommendation
Content-based recommendation approaches recommend items with similar at-
tributes to the items that a user has liked in the past. They have been used in a
variety of domains ranging from recommending web pages [98], to restaurants
[82], news articles [3, 84], and television programs [23, 104]. Many of these ap-
proaches are based on user and item representation. In Abel et al. [3], a Twitter
user profile and various tweets are used to enrich the semantics of individual
Twitter activities and allows for the construction of different types of seman-
tic user profiles, which are then applied to content-based recommendation for
recommending news articles. Recently, connectionist approaches (i.e. neural
networks), such as RNNs, have also been utilized for content-based recom-
mendation. A deep architecture adopting Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
networks, a variant of RNNs, was used to jointly learn two embeddings rep-
resenting the items to be recommended as well as the preferences of the user
[93]. The details of content-based recommendation systems differ based on
the representation of item and user profiles. Item representations include (1)
structured data (e.g. a database of item properties) (2) unstructured item
descriptions and (3) word embeddings [73]. User profiles have included (1)
a model of the users preferences and (2) a history of the users interactions
with the recommendation system. This may include storing the items that a
user has viewed together with other information about the users interaction.
Information can also be explicitly provided in content-based recommendation
systems via user customization, by providing an interface that allows users to
construct a representation of their own interests [83].
2.2.3 Distributed Semantic Representation
Item semantics have come from user tags and the content of the item itself.
Representation learning is demonstrating an ability to learn aspects of the
semantics of items based on behavioral data. This demonstration began with
the application of skip-grams and continuous-bag-of-words models to language
[70], where 61% of pre-defined syntactic and semantic relationships between
words were captured by the model trained on a corpora of 1 billion words from
Google News articles. These models have also obtained state-of-the-art results
on a plethora of Natural Language Processing tasks [33, 61, 62]. Words close
together in the vector space formed by the model can be considered to be syn-
onymous and share a similar semantics and location in the space due to the
similarity of their contextual usages. This idea can be ported to recommen-
dation of products, where products close together in the vector space can be
assumed to share features with one another [35]. An extension of this leverages
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existing item metadata to regularize the item embeddings, which outperforms
previous approaches to recommendation [105]. Item and user representations
can also be learned via representation learning models such that any timely
ordered sequence of items selected by a user will be represented as a trajectory
of the user in a representation space [37, 66]. The distinction between this rep-
resentation of a user and those derived from a matrix factorization approach is
that these form a vector space which can be arithmetically manipulated while
retaining its semantic properties, giving it great flexibility in allowing users to
express complex relational preferences. These representations also differ from
matrix factorization in their type of source data, using behavioral (implicit)
data instead of ratings (explicit).
2.2.4 Recommendation in Higher Education
Several paradigms of approaches have been taken towards improving the course
enrollment experience for students. Parameswaran et al. [74] built a recom-
mender based on constraint satisfaction; taking into account institutional
breadth and degree requirements as well as scheduling constraints of the stu-
dent and courses being recommended. Li et al. [63] proposed a course to pro-
ficiency tagging regime combined with a visual mapping between proficiency
components for guiding students through a pathway of post-requisites. Farzan
and Brusilovsky [31] asked students to give their career goals and then rate
courses for their workload and relevance to those goals, allowing other students
to then select courses based on those characteristics.
A related body of work has focused on predicting students outcome on
courses or in programs; using C4.5 decisions trees to help students select
courses they are likely to succeed in within the School of Systems Engineer-
ing at the University of Lima, Peru [88] with a similar feature having existed
in a system deployed widely at Stanford, presenting students with grade dis-
tributions, popular course sequences, and course evaluation summaries [19].
Another approach showed the likelihood of passing to students while taking a
course using red, yellow, and green indicators to try to improve engagement at
the University of Purdue [5]. Jayaprakash et al. [46] designed an early warn-
ing system which predicted if a student was likely to drop-out and deployed
social interventions in an effort to target resources towards supporting stu-
dents most in need. Elbadrawy and Karypis [29] investigated how student and
course features influence enrollment patterns and used these features to define
student and course groups at various levels of granularity. Luo and Pardos [66]
analyzed student proficiencies and predicted on-time graduation of Molecu-
lar and Cellular Biology majors using vector representations learned from the
same enrollment histories used in this paper. Data from Massive Open Online
courses (MOOCs) have also spurred analysis of learner outcomes in higher-ed,
with Whitehill et al. [101] using a logistic model on hand engineered features
from learner event log data and Yang et al. [103] predicted MOOC learner
drop-out based on their social positioning as inferred from discussion board
activity.
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Our methodological approach contributes to this literature by evaluating
the suitability of neural networks for next semester course recommendation
and for inferring course similarity. The developed system’s core features are
driven by user adaptive modeling approaches. While other systems detailed in
this section employing grade prediction can be considered to be in this same
category, our scaling of this type of system across a large institution, serving
all of its students and majors, is novel. In the wider scope of recommender
systems, neural network approaches have been evaluated methodologically;
however, our work detailing the utilization and user testing of these nascent
connectionist techniques in a production system is among the first in any
domain.
3 Data Set
We used a dataset from the University of California at Berkeley (UCB) which
contained anonymized student course enrollments from Fall 2008 through Fall
2016. The dataset consisted of per-semester course enrollment information for
108,033 undergraduates with a total of 2.2M course enrollment records and 265
different majors. A course enrollment meant that the student was still enrolled
in the course at the conclusion of the semester. The median course load during
students’ active semesters was four. There were 9,714 unique lecture courses
from 197 subjects in 124 different departments hosted in 17 different divisions
of 6 colleges. Course meta-information contained course subject, department
name, total enrollment, and max capacity. In all analyses in this paper, we
only considered courses with at least 10 enrollments total over the 8 year pe-
riod. A log scale histogram of total enrollments for each class and the total
number of active students by semester are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respec-
tively. The raw data were provided in CSV format by the UCB Educational
Data Warehouse team. Each row of the course enrollment data contained date
stamp information, an anonymous student ID, entry type (transfer student or
new freshman), and declared major(s) at each semester. Course information
included course name, subject, department, enrollment count, and capacity.
The basic structure of the enrollment data is shown in Table 1, where, for
example, a transfer student with anon ID x282243 enrolled in a course called
Math 121 in Fall 2014 and received an A.
4 Vector Space Representation of Courses
In this section, we describe the skip-gram model and how we applied it to our
context of course enrollments. We validate the model against a list of course
equivalencies kept by the registrar to investigate if courses similar to one an-
other in the vector space are also similar according the registrar specifications.
These equivalencies describe courses that were determined to be too similar
to one another in the material they teach for students to be able to earn full
credit for both.
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Fig. 1: The log scale histogram of total enrollments for each class.
Fig. 2: Total number of active students by semester.
Table 1: Sample of data from the dataset of student enrollments.
Semester
Year
STU ID
(anon)
Major
Entry
Type
Subj.
Course
Number
Grade
Spring
2014
x137905 Law
New
Freshman
Law 178 B
Summer
2014
x137905 Law
New
Freshman
Law 165 C
Fall 2014 x282243 Math
Transfer
Student
Math 140 B+
Fall 2014 x282243 Math
Transfer
Student
Math 121 A
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Fig. 3: Skip-gram model architecture.
4.1 Formal Course2Vec Definition Using Skip-grams
We use a skip-gram model (Fig. 3) to generate course representations from
student enrollment sequences. In the same way that the meaning of a word can
be inferred from its usage, we infer the meaning (or representation) of a course
as a function of its context. For every student, s, their chronological course
sequence, T , is produced by first sorting by semester then randomly shuffling
their within-semester course order. Negative affects of this randomization are
diminished, as the order of course tokens is not taken into account in the
output context window of the model, described below.
In a skip-gram, the vector representation of an input course is defined as:
vwI = W
T δ(wI)
Where W T is the left side weight matrix in Fig. 3, indexed by the one-hot
of the input course, δ(wI). A softmax layer, typical in classification tasks, is
used to produce a probability distribution over courses to predict courses in
context:
p(wo|wI) = exp(W
′δ(wo)vwI )∑V
j=1 exp(W
′δ(wj)vwI )
For a given output course, wo, in the vocabulary, its probability is the
exponential normalization defined by the exponentiation of the input course’s
vector, vwI , multiplied by the output course’s vector, W
′δ(wo), divided by
the sum of all courses’ exponentiation of their output vector multiplied by the
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input vector. An output vector is the multiplication of the right side weight
matrix, W ′, with a one-hot of the output course, wo.
The model weights are fit to the data using stochastic gradient descent
optimizing a cross-entropy loss objective function across all students’ sequence
of courses:
C = −
∑
s∈S
1
T
T∑
t=1
∑
−c≤i≤c,i6=0
logp(wt+i|wt)
Where, for each student, s, the average loss is calculated over the input
courses at each position, t. The loss for a single input course of a student is
the sum of the log of the model’s probability of observing the courses within a
time slice window size c positions to the left and right of the current position,
i, in the student’s serialized sequence of courses, T . A value of c of 2, for
example, would span two courses before and after the input course, capturing
the median number of courses taken within a semester. When t = 1 (the
beginning of the sequence), the context window only involves t + 1 through
t + c. Similarly, when t = |T | (the end of the sequence) the context window
only involves t− c through t− 1. While the model is trained to minimize error
in predicting the courses in context, the intended extract from the model after
training is not its predictions, but rather the learned representations of the
courses in the form of the weight vectors associated with each course. These
weight vectors, which also comprise the hidden layer activations of the model
for each course, are the automatic featurization of the course. Courses which
have similar contexts become mapped to vectors of similar magnitude and
direction in order to minimize the loss.
4.2 Equivalency Validation Result
If the skip-gram model successfully captured concepts in the representation
of courses, then courses teaching similar material should be similar to one
another in the space. We use a skip-gram whose hyperparameters were opti-
mized to this similarity metric in prior work [78]. As a comparison, we also
construct a bag-of-words (BOW) vector for each course based on its course
description. Ideally, courses teaching similar material should also be close
to one another in their course descriptions; however, descriptions are some-
times outdated or very brief and therefore may not reflect the true overlap of
material. Pre-processing of the BOW approach included word stemming and
punctuation and stop word removal. The most frequent 15 words were also
removed as they were highly generic, consisting of words such as “students”
and “course.” The validation set we used for this analysis was a list of pairs of
courses that were considered as credit equivalent by faculty, and enforced by
the UC Berkeley Registrar. We filtered out pairs between cross-listed courses
where the course descriptions would be exactly the same. After filtering, 461
equivalency pairs remained for validation. The representation, which we coin
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”Course2Vec,” was a 229-dimension vector while the bag of words represen-
tation was a 9,102-dimension multi-hot vector for each course. We ran our
experiments with both Course2Vec representations and the bag of words rep-
resentation on this validation set and used cosine similarity as our similarity
metric. For each pair of equivalent courses (c1, c2), we denote the representa-
tion of the courses as (v1, v2) and we calculate the rank of cosine(v1, v2) in the
list of [cosine(v1, vi)], where i goes through the 3,939 courses that had both
Course2Vec and BOW representations. A rank of 1 meant that the predicted
most similar course to the input course from the validation set was in fact the
course listed as equivalent to it by the Registrar. The statistics of the results
are listed in Table 2 and the distribution of ranks is shown in Figure 4. We can
tell from the statistics that both methods performed well. Bag-of-words has a
better median rank but the distribution of the Course2Vec model shows that
it performs more consistently on all the courses while performance of the bag-
of-words model is more prone to performance at the extremes. Interestingly,
this signals that there is similarity information conveyed strictly from course
enrollment behaviors that is not encoded in course semantic descriptions.
Table 2: Equivaliency validation results of the two course representations.
Course Representation Median Rank Average Rank Std of Rank
Course2Vec 18 148 413
Bag of Words 4 291 744
5 Collaborative-based Recommendation Using RNNs
In this section, we apply Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to the task of
recommendation. In this context, RNNs can be seen as a type of collaborative
filtering method with a non-linear embedding serving as the factorization of
items and the cumulative hidden state, a non-linear function of the current
and previous inputs, a factorization of the user over time.
The predictions made by our RNN models provide peer-like suggestions
representing the common next enrollments by students like them, as learned
from historic enrollments. Our prediction task is similar to that of text genera-
tion in computational linguistics; however, instead of using words or characters
as the input and output, we use courses. In our models, each semester is con-
sidered a time slice, as there is no discernible order of courses within a semester
in our data, and thus we use a multi-hot representation to express multiple
courses occurring within a semester.
In order to be included in training, we imposed that the student had to
have at least two semesters of data in the training set (Fall 2008 through
Summer 2016). We also ruled out all students with more than 12 semesters
(students who attended more than 4 years, including all 4 summer sessions).
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Fig. 4: Validation set distribution of ranks (in log scale) for Course2Vec and
Bag of Words models. Lower ranks suggest closer adherence of the course
representations to the ground truth similarity information provided by the
Registrar.
This filtering allowed the recommendation to be slightly biased towards the
enrollment behaviors of students who graduated approximately on time.
RNNs have been a successful modeling paradigm in a variety of recommen-
dation tasks and have several properties appropriate to our context. Firstly,
information about the temporality of course enrollments is assumed to be use-
ful in predicting course selections. That is, we assume that there are cases in
which students who enrolled in a course (e.g. Linear Algebra) the first semester
may have a different distribution of courses taken in the fifth semester than
students who took that same course in the fourth semester. RNNs allow for
modeling of temporality with their recurrence relation, which applies a con-
stant transformation at every timeslice. Many courses are enrolled in by fewer
than 100 students and subsequently, very few students share the exact same
course selection history with each other. Therefore, a second desirable prop-
erty of a model applied to our context is to be able to factorize courses such
that they can be related to one another and, in turn, related students to one
another. RNNs, and all other connectionist topologies, provide effective gen-
eralization of items through an embedding.
We used three modeling techniques in our experiments; RNNs, N-gram
models, and two models based on course popularity as baselines.
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5.1 Recurrent Neural Network Architecture and Optimization
We use a popular variant of RNNs called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
[43], which helps RNNs learn temporal dependencies with the addition of sev-
eral gates which can retain and forget select information. They have been
shown to generalize using long sequences more effectively than RNN networks
[9, 32] by using a gated structure to mitigate the vanishing gradient phe-
nomenon. While our sequences are not long, our prediction task can benefit
from the ability to selectively treat certain course selections as irrelevant (i.e.
forgettable) to the prediction of future course selection. Regular RNNs do not
possess the ability to ignore certain course selections based on context and in
early prototyping, we found them to have equal or lower performance than
LSTMs. The decision of what information to forget at time step t is made by
the forget gate ft, where wt is the course representation at time step t and
ht−1 is the output of the network at time step t-1.
ft = σ(W fwwt +W fhht−1 + bf )
The decision of which information will be stored into the cell is determined
by calculating the input gate it and a candidate value C˜t to be added to the
state.
it = σ(W iwwt +W ihht−1 + bi)
C˜t = tanh(WCwwt +WChht−1 + bC)
We denote Ct as the internal cell state and update it by the intermediate
results calculated below.
Ct = ft ×Ct−1 + it × C˜t
Finally, we calculate the output of time step t, denoted as ht.
ot = σ(W owwt +W ohht−1 + bo)
ht = ot × tanh(Ct)
The LSTM next course prediction models used in this paper were imple-
mented using Keras [21], with Theano backend [7, 10]. We implemented a
LSTM course prediction model using a multi-hot representation of course en-
rollments per timeslice, then added additional input features including major,
GPA, and entry type to further enhance its predictions.
For the simplest course prediction model, we considered different semesters
as different time steps. Our model takes all the courses within a semester as
input, each course being represented by an index number and therefore corre-
sponding to a position in the one-hot input vector representation. Our input
layer directly takes in the summation of all the one-hot vectors of courses,
which we call a multi-hot representation, reflecting the multiple courses present
in a single semester. The LSTM layer takes in the multi-hot course represen-
tation at each time step and generates a hidden state of student course enroll-
ment histories up to that point. Finally, we use a fully-connected layer with
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Fig. 5: The topology of our LSTM course prediction model.
softmax activation to convert this representation into the next semester course
probability distribution.
zt = W hht + bfc
yi =
ez
i
t∑
j∈Courses e
zjt
At each time step we feed in the multi-hot representation to the neural
network and use the next semester’s multi-hot representation as the output
labels to calculate the loss to be backpropagated. We use categorical cross-
entropy as our objective function. By choosing cross-entropy, we are optimizing
the similarity between the distributions of the output of softmax layer and the
label:
C = −
∑
j∈Course
tj logyj
To optimize our objective function, we used the Adam optimizer [49] with
learning rate of 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and a gradient norm value of 5.0.
One improvement to our simplest model was the incorporation of additional
features, including major, entry type, and the last semester’s GPA. To achieve
this, we needed to modify the RNN hidden state to be concatenated with the
one-hot representations of the features, all leading into the fully connected
output layer:
zt = W hht +Wmmt +W sst +W ggt + bfc
The structure of the LSTM course prediction model is shown in Fig. 5.
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5.2 N-gram Model and Popularity Baselines
N-gram models [13] are simple yet powerful frequentist models when applied to
language modeling tasks. They break sequences from the training set into small
sub-sequences with length N as grams. For a given size n, it can approximate
the probability distribution of P (xn|xn−1xn−2...x1) by building lookup tables
for each sub-sequence of length n-1 and their following elements. The number
of parameters of N-gram models grows exponentially with the number n. We
expect these kinds of models can be competitive course prediction models to
our LSTM.
Recommending items based on popularity is a common method used by
many prominent online retailers and a common choice for baseline performance
in the collaborative filtering literature [86]. We apply two kinds of popularity
recommendations; the first is historic popularity of courses in a given semester.
For the Fall 2016 semester, for example, courses will be predicted based on the
enrollment sizes of all courses in the Fall semesters for which we have data.
The second version of popularity baseline we used was to add personalization
by major, where courses are sorted by the most historically popular for a given
semester among the student’s major. Given there are 265 majors, this is a non-
trivial level of personalization. Comparison to these popularity baselines can
give a sense for the degree of variation that exists in student course selection
in general and within a major.
5.3 Model Evaluation
Evaluation of the RNN was designed to mimic the real-world scenario where
courses are being suggested for a student’s next semester. The training set
for this evaluation therefore consisted of all course enrollment data prior to
and including Summer 2016. The Fall 2016 semester served as the test set,
where every student who had course enrollments in the test semester had their
courses predicted. This included both students for whom this was their first
semester (freshman and new transfers) and students who were continuing from
a previous semester of matriculation. For continuing students, their course
history was used to make personalized predictions for the test semester, while
new freshman, who were all marked as having an ’undeclared’ major, would
have the same courses predicted since we had no other prior distinguishing
information about them in this dataset. New transfer students would also
have no prior enrollment data available to us, but they would have a major
declared. In order to perform a hyperparameter search of the RNN without
overfitting to the test set, we split the training set into two parts; a validation
set consisting of the Fall 2015 semester’s enrollments and a sub-training set
consisting of enrollments prior to that. We then performed a grid search on
the model’s hyperparameters and input features on the sub-training set and
predicted the validation set. The hyperparameters and feature sets evaluated
are shown in Table 3. The median number of courses a student enrolled in for
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the Fall 2015 semester was four with a high of nine. This meant that the top 10
predicted courses could, in the ideal case, capture all courses students enrolled
in. We limited the predictions to only courses offered in the target semester.
This was with accomplished by predicting the softmax probability distribution
over all 9,714 courses for each student, then removing courses not offered in
the target semester and re-normalizing the probability distribution. In Fall
2015, 1,937 courses were offered, all of which were candidates for prediction of
students’ next semester enrollments across all majors, making this prediction
problem firmly in the category of large multi-class classification. The sub-
train/validation set split was also used to choose between 2-gram and 3-gram
models. Since the popularity baselines were non-parametric, there was no need
to tune them to the validation set. Instead, they were trained on the four Fall
semesters previous to the Fall 2016 test set. The RNN model at each hidden
node size that performed best on the validation set was re-trained on the entire
training set (up through Summer 2016) and was used to predict the test set.
In the production version of the recommender system, the model is re-trained
in the middle of each semester, after student enrollments have stabilized. The
model is again re-trained after the conclusion of the semester when grades are
released.
Table 3: Hyperparameters and features explored for prediction of the validation
set (Fall 2015).
Hyperparameter Values
Hidden layers 1,2,3,4
Hidden nodes per layer 64, 128, 256
Entry type, GPA, and major With and without each
We used Recall@10 as the primary evaluation metric for the predictors.
This is the percentage of actual enrolled courses that were contained in the
model’s 10 highest probability course predictions was calculated for each stu-
dent. We chose to evaluate the top 10 predictions because this is the number
of courses which will be shown to students on the first page of our course
information system and is also a common number of items displayed in in-
formation retrieval systems (e.g. Google search). The reported recall metric is
the average of these percentages across all students predicted. The secondary
metric used was Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR@10). This is the average mul-
tiplicative inverse of the ranki of the first correctly predicted course, where
|S| refers to the number of students. This is a metric common in information
retrieval which focuses on the rank of the first relevant result returned in a
search query. The best score of 1 is achieved if the highest probability (first)
prediction is always a hit. If the average rank of the first hit were 2, then the
MRR would evaluate to 0.50. In the case that a student’s first hit is ranked
higher than 10, the inverse of the rank for that student is counted as 0.
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Recall =
1
|S|
|S|∑
i=1
|coursesi ∩ predictedi|
|coursesi|
MRR =
1
|S|
|S|∑
i=1
1
ranki
5.4 Experimental Results
5.4.1 Results on Validation Set
In Table 4, we compare four different variants of our basic LSTM model on our
validation set. The results show little variation, with the base course sequence
capturing most of the signal and the 256 node LSTM model with major, entry
type, and GPA as performing best on Recall, with around 35% Recall@10,
which equates to one third of the top ten recommendations being courses that
a student enrolled in that semester. All reported LSTM results used a single
hidden layer, as additional hidden layers did not improve prediction with any
of the models.
Table 4: Best 5 prediction models based on validation set Recall
Model Recall@10 MRR@10
256 nodes LSTM + entry type 34.62% 0.5042
256 nodes LSTM + entry type + GPA 34.61% 0.5040
256 nodes LSTM + major + entry type + GPA 34.57% 0.5086
128 nodes LSTM + entry type + GPA 34.24% 0.5007
256 nodes LSTM + major + entry type 34.22% 0.5064
In Table 5, we collapse Recall@10 and MRR@10 over each hyperparameter
value to show the average performance of that single value across all experi-
ments. From the table, we draw the same conclusion, that higher number of
LSTM nodes size give a better result. Adding entry type increases the predic-
tion results but major and GPA do not have a strong influence. It could be
that the course enrollment sequence quickly identifies the major a student is
in by the subject of courses selected. The utility of GPA may be diminished
too because success in a previous semester may be inferable from the selection
of courses in the next semester, thought this information would have been ex-
pected to benefit next semester prediction in that case. Students are allowed
to drop courses late in the semester which contributes to fewer low grades.
5.4.2 Results on Test Set
After evaluation on the validation semester, Fall 2015, we took the best per-
forming models and re-trained them, keeping their original hyperparameter
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Table 5: Average hyperparameter value performance on the validation set.
option Recall@10 MRR@10
LSTM nodes number
256 34.27% 0.4986
128 33.93% 0.4888
64 32.72% 0.4669
Major
With 33.62% 0.4806
Without 33.66% 0.4889
Entry type
With 33.89% 0.4930
Without 33.39% 0.4765
GPA
With 33.68% 0.4864
Without 33.60% 0.4830
Fig. 6: Plot showing Recall@10 for the n-gram, popularity, and the best LSTM
models on the test set varied by the number of semesters test set students had
been at the University prior to the test set semester.
settings, but using an extended time span of data from Fall 2008 now through
Summer 2016. These models then predicted the true test set of Fall 2016. The
results are shown in Table 6 and represent the same order of models and same
performance magnitude as was achieved on the validation set, suggesting that
the model successfully generalizes to unseen semesters.
Table 6: Test set prediction performance of the best validation set models.
Model Recall@10 MRR@10
256 nodes LSTM + major + entry type + GPA 34.59% 0.5011
128 nodes LSTM + entry type + GPA 32.82% 0.4787
64 nodes LSTM + major + entry type + GPA 32.69% 0.4793
Popularity with major 23.45% 0.2954
3-gram 15.24% 0.3090
Popularity 8.08% 0.0806
We plotted Recall@10 based on how many semesters the student had been
at UCB previous to the test semester (see Fig. 6). The LSTM differentiates
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Fig. 7: Bar plot showing the prediction results (Recall@10) broken out by
college with the percentage of students enrolled in a major in that college
shown below the college name.
itself most in the second through the fourth semesters of a student’s career.
In these semesters the LSTM is picking up on a predictive signal that is not
as well detected by the other methods. It could be that students are satis-
fying general requirements at this stage right before degree declaration. We
investigated how much the models differed in performance when broken out
by the college of the student being predicted. In Fig. 7, we aggregate the re-
call metric across all majors within the colleges on campus and find that the
largest unit, Letters & Sciences, has the highest percentage improvement of
LSTM over the second best model. We also observe that Chemistry had the
most predictable course enrollments, with the LSTM correctly predicting half
of the students’ enrollments on average. The smaller programs in Business and
Environmental Design, each of which make up for around 2% of majors, show
that the popularity by major model meets or exceeds the performance of an
LSTM. These programs, given their small size, may have a stronger cohort
driven design where the incoming class is tight-nit and tend to take the same
sequence of courses.
6 Interface / Deployment
We engaged in the development of a standalone web system to surface these
features of personalized course recommendation (from the RNN) and course
similarity (from the course2vec model) and give students real-time access to
this information. This process of development involved the efforts of a campus
wide community, including the Office of the Registrar, campus IT, the Office
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(a) Course Alternatives (b) Course Recommendation
Fig. 8: UI depicting the basic functionality of the system during the usability
study: (a) course alternatives (b) course recommendation.
of Equity and Inclusion, the Office of Planning and Analysis, and six under-
graduate research assistants. This community effort was a necessary ingredient
for a large scale project such as this involving research and practice and is the
underlying character of collaboration argued for in the socio-technical vision of
learning analytics [91]. To make the recommendations real-time, we connected
the system to live student enrollment information systems via a campus API
which retrieved their course history after logging in using their campus creden-
tials through a common authentication service (CAS). The first incarnation of
the system, piloted in the next section, was developed using Sails and Node.js
with a Python Flask back-end web service housing the Keras RNN model and
gensim [87] learned skip-gram vectors. Development after the usability study
switched to Angular for the front end in order to support unit tests for feature
reliability.
6.1 Usability Study
We believe our collaborative and content-based recommendation design is a
novel contribution to research, but, much like most research contributions,
its utility to practice was uncertain. We conducted a small scale 20 student
usability study in order to measure how well aligned our recommendation ap-
proach was to users’ needs and to collect feedback on areas of improvement.
In an ecosystem where students are gathering information relevant to course
selection from numerous sources, we wanted to gauge the background of the
intended users and collect feedback on the degree to which they saw our recom-
mendations as novel and useful in the context of that ecosystem. The usability
study was conducted in the summer of 2017. A one page flyer was posted on
prominent physical bulletin boards around campus and sent to several student
mailing lists. The usability test was open to undergrads only and gave three
options (Weds, Thurs, Fri) to participate in a one hour session, offering a $15
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gift card to a popular e-commerce website as compensation for their time. The
session consisted of six parts:
1. An introduction of the two proctors of the usability study; the first author
and a representative from the UC Berkeley Office of the Registrar. The
premise of the session given to the students was that this was a system
early in development and that their feedback at this juncture could help
shape the direction of the project [5 minutes]
2. Students began section 1 of the survey on computers in the lab in which
the session was conducted. This section involved background questions on
their class standing and major status (Fig. 10) [2.5 minutes]
3. Students began section 2 of the survey which asked about their general
satisfaction with the existing enrollment experience (Fig. 11), their top
considerations when selecting courses (Table 7), and the utility of other
sources of course information (Table 8) [7.5 minutes]
4. The third section of the survey instructed users to follow a link to trial the
recommendation service. The instructions given on this screen are shown
in Fig. 9 [20 minutes]
5. After twenty minutes, users were asked to return to the survey and advance
to the final section, which asked them to rate the usefulness of the two
features (Fig. 12), their acceptance of the platform as a whole (Table 9),
and to give open-ended feedback on ways in which they would like to see
the service improved [10 minutes]
6. The last part of the session was dedicated to a retrospective think-aloud [57]
where users were asked to verbalize their experience with the service. This
segment of the session was meant to solicit expanded anecdotes which may
have been abbreviated in their text responses and to see if any consensus
surfaced with respect to positive and negative experiences with the system
[15 minutes]
At the time of this usability study, the only features implemented in the
system were displaying the top 10 suggested courses (via RNN) personalized to
their course history and showing the top 10 courses most similar to a selected
course (via skip-gram). These features as displayed to users can be seen in
Figure 8. In informal testing of the system with undergraduates in the research
lab, the suggestion was made to add a filter to the course suggestions which
made sure to (1) only show courses offered in the next semester, (2) never show
courses that a student had taken before, and (3) never show courses that have
a credit restriction (equivalence) with courses the student had taken before.
We implemented these basic filters before conducting the usability study.
The questions in Table 9 had the Likert scale response options of strongly
agree: 5, agree: 4, neutral: 3, disagree: 2, strongly disagree: 1. The questions re-
flected the constructs of a user-centric evaluation framework for recommender
2 https://www.berkeleytime.com/
3 http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/
4 https://ninjacourses.com/explore/1/
5 http://classes.berkeley.edu
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Fig. 9: Instructions given to users participating in the usability study.
(a) (b)
Fig. 10: (a) Students’ class standing and (b) major distribution.
Table 7: Q: How important are the following considerations when selecting
classes for the next academic year? Average ratings are on a scale from 1 (not
important) to 5 (very important).
Student Course Selection Priorities Average Rating
Satisfying major requirements 4.85
Graduating on time 4.25
Maintaining GPA 4.15
Intellectual enrichment 4.10
Career goals 4.05
Satisfying course prerequisites 4.05
Satisfying breadth requirements 3.80
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Fig. 11: Students’ satisfaction with UC Berkeley’s current enrollment planning
and registration process.
Table 8: Q: How valuable have the following sources of information and guid-
ance been in helping you make enrollment decisions? Average ratings are on
a scale from 1 (not valuable at all) to 4 (highly valuable). A fifth category of
“have not heard of it” comprised 14% of the ratings and was omitted from the
averages.
Existing Sources of Course Information Average Rating
Berkeleytime2 (grade distributions and enrollment rates) 3.44
Schedule builder (old version of single semester planner) 3.29
Ratemyprofessor3 (external instructor reviews) 3.12
Friends / peers 3.05
Schedule Planner (new version of single semester planner) 2.89
Ninja courses4 (externally created course catalog) 2.83
Academic Guide5 (new internal course catalog) 2.71
Academic adviser 2.24
Multi-year Planner (multi-semester planner) 2.14
Facebook groups 1.71
systems [85] designed to assess attitudes and acceptance. In this user-centric
evaluation framework, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness both
show significant impacts on overall satisfaction. Moreover, perceived ease of
use, perceived usefulness, and overall satisfaction all showed significant impacts
on use intention. The average ratings of the statements were all above 3.55
which shows moderately high acceptance of our recommender system among
the 20 student usability study group.
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Fig. 12: Students’ perceived value of the two primary features of the system.
Table 9: Average ratings of agreement with statements of system acceptance.
Ratings are from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
Measure of Acceptance Construct Average
Rating
- If available, I would use the AskOski service
in the future.
Use intentions 4.25
- I would recommend AskOski to a peer. Use intention 3.85
- The AskOski interface is intuitive to use. Perceived ease of use 3.80
- The AskOski service provided information I
couldn’t get elsewhere.
Perceived usefulness 3.55
- The AskOski service improved my comfort
with enrollment planning.
Overall satisfaction 3.55
Table 10: Representative quotes from open-ended feedback on ways students
would like to see the service improved.
Quotes (student feature requests)
1. Explanation as to why the classes are similar to the ones the student has
taken
2. Would like AskOski to be able to create a visual instead of just a table of
courses and similarities, maybe like a mind-map with colors would be nice.
3. Wish the suggested courses were linked to descriptions of the suggested
courses so that we could verify for ourselves how similar these courses are.
4. User profile: Allow more than 1 major in profile.
5. Having to select a department and a subject is somewhat redundant.
6. To see how close we are to completing major prereqs. Since the system has
our major and our class history, that checklist would be nice.
7. Could just select a subject/department and just see a list of classes in that
department. Sometimes people don’t know all of the classes they want to
take.
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6.2 Integration of User Requested Features
Takeaways from the usability study were that (1) students highly prioritize
satisfying degree requirements (2) students generally accepted the features of
the service as useful and (3) students are seeking information about courses
from a wide variety of sources, least of which is their academic adviser. We
took into account the suggestions of students made in the open ended re-
sponses (Table 10) and implemented most (3,4,5,7), with suggestions 1 and
2 being a subject of research covered in the next section of this paper. Fig-
ure 13 shows the new options interface which reflects the features added in
response to user feedback. The left section of the options display is labeled
“Suggestions based on:” and allows the student to select one or more majors
they have declared in order to receive personalized course considerations for
the next semester. These majors are automatically filled in via a student API
request that reports back the major(s) of the student but can be changed by
them at any time. Students who have not yet declared a major can enter in
different majors they are considering in order to explore what potential future
pathways look like. Students can also completely turn off the collaborative
recommendation bias. In the case that no boxes are checked, courses will be
displayed alphabetically by department and then by course number. The in-
terface, without collaborative bias turned on, can be quickly personalized by
the student by utilizing the “Filter by:” options on the right. These allow stu-
dents to filter the displayed courses by (a) courses that satisfy one or more of
their major(s) or minor (b) by a college, division, or department (c) courses
on the registrar’s recommended list or (d) courses with open seats (updated
daily). Any number of these filters can be simultaneously checked in which
case they act conjunctively. In its current state, the degree requirements fil-
ter is not a personalized list of courses that will satisfy a yet unmet degree
requirement of the student. Instead, in its first phase of implementation, it is
simply a list of courses that satisfy some requirement of the student’s major(s),
that will be included regardless of them having satisfied that requirement. The
combination of this filter with the sorting by personalized collaborative bias,
might result in course recommendations for requirements the student still has
not satisfied. An upgrade to this filter will utilize the Academic Plan Review
(APR) campus system that will enable fully personalized degree requirement
tracking, request number 6 in Table 10.
Recommendation is a multi-stakeholder activity [2]. In the context of the
university, it involves not just the students as stakeholders but those affected
by their course selections, such as the faculty who teach the courses, the ad-
ministration that prepares the scheduling based on anticipated enrollments,
and the allocation of teaching assistants. Under-enrolled classes are advertised
by the registrar on an embedded Google spreadsheet in a section of their web-
site. We import this list, updated daily, so that students may have it presented
to them in a friendlier interface and also have the option of personalizing this
100+ class list according to the interests suggest by their personal history
or by explicit preference specification with the subject interest and disinter-
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est feature, described in the next section. By joining in an external list with
our existing model infrastructure, we can bring new life to this or any other
collection of courses from the catalogue.
6.3 Integration of Explicit User Preference into Recommendations
We take into account student explicit preferences by leveraging the implicit
semantics of the course vector space. In this feature, we respond to the com-
bination of a student request from the usability study survey (7), that courses
be allowed to be filtered by department, with a sentiment that emerged in the
think-aloud session, that students would like to express likes and dislikes. The
subject interest and disinterest feature, shown in Figure 14, allows students to
sort courses by their inferred relevance (or irrelevance) to specified subjects. In
the example depicted, a user chooses to only have courses in the Economics de-
partment be displayed. He also specifies a preference for the subject of Public
Policy and a disinterest for Statistics. Economics is a highly statistical social
science, and therefore its courses often run the gamut of relevance to these
two subjects. The result is a list of courses in Economics sorted by courses
which are close to Public Policy and far from Statistics. This list is produced
by calculating the score s of each course i in the Economics, defined by:
si = −||vi − va||′2 + ||vi − vb||′2
In the above equation, a statistical bias is created towards the subject interest
va (Public Policy) and against the disinterest subject vb (Statistics). Vector
representations of these subjects are generated by taking the average (or cen-
troid) of all of their respective course vectors. The term vi is course i’s vector
learned from the course2vec model and ||vi−va||′2 is the normalized Euclidean
distance between course i and the subject interest vector. If the collaborative
recommendation option is simultaneously selected, the probability distribution
of courses predicted to be taken next by the RNN will be a third term in this
equation.
Returning to the example in Figure 14, the top results of the sorted courses
by score show face validity, with two courses containing the word “Policy” in
their titles, and the first two courses, on American Economic History and
Global Inequality and Growth, both relevant to policy concerns. If these in-
terests are swapped; the top four courses are Introduction to Mathematical
Economics, Econometric Analysis, and courses in Macro and Micro Economic
Theory. This exemplifies the way in which the vector space model synthesizes
features of courses learned from behavioral data and allows for the relation-
ships between any arbitrary object and another object or identified concept
to be calculated and surfaced. The results of this type of automatic relevance
rating can be seen as a type of information retrieval. Similar to a search engine,
100% of the top results need not be relevant in order for the service to have
utility to the user and this vector approach will certainly not always perform
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Fig. 13: Screenshot of the options portion of the recommendation system im-
plemented in response to user feedback. Options which affect the sorting of
courses are on the left, while options which restrict what is being shown are
on the right.
ideally. This querying of how a course relates to a concept or subject can be
seen as a desirable scrutable property of a vector space model.
7 Scrutability
Vector space models already provide a degree of scrutability in their ability to
explain the semantics of an embedded element in terms of its relation to other
objects or concept vectors identified in the space. RNNs have less inherent
interpretability due to their non-linearities. Student from our usability study
reported a desire to know why the system was making its recommendations. In
this section, we propose an augmentation to our course RNN model allowing
for a moderate level of scrutability of the recommendation by the user. Our
proposed model integrates course descriptions to provide users with the top
keywords associated with their RNN hidden state, giving them a glimpse into
what the system believes is relevant to them and helping rationalize why it
is producing the recommendations they see. We add an additional analysis,
giving a view into similarity of student course pathways by major by apply-
ing t-SNE dimensionality reduction [97] to the hidden states of the RNN,
a technique increasingly applied to neural networks in a variety of domains
[72, 76, 99].
7.1 Background on Scrutability
Scrutability was introduced as a concept in user modeling and intelligent tutor-
ing systems by Kay [47], where it was defined as enabling learners to directly
examine what the system believes about them and, to a degree, examine how
the system arrives at its beliefs about other users inferred to be different from
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Fig. 14: Screenshot of the suggestion service highlighting the subject interest
and disinterest feature. In this example, Public Policy is selected as the subject
interest and Statistics as the disinterest with a filter on only courses within
Economics. The result of this query is a sorting of courses maximizing their
closeness to Public Policy and distance from Statistics in the course vector
space.
them. Subsequent work extended the definition of scrutability, specifically as
an attribute of a model, as being able to be both examined and modified by
the user [24, 25, 48, 58, 100]. In rule-based models or models where inferences
of user attributes can be easily discretized (e.g. estimation of skill mastery),
allowing the user to examine the system’s beliefs about them is a policy deci-
sion posing minimal technical challenge. In the case of neural networks used
for user modeling; however, discrete inferred attributes are often not explicit,
as is the case with most RNN applications, and thus it is less straightforward
to identify what beliefs the system holds that could be in turn scrutinized
by the user. In this section, we address this technical challenge of scrutinizing
neural networks by mapping the abstract hidden state of the learner to seman-
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tics sourced from the descriptions of their selected courses. This mapping of a
hidden state to semantics can be seen as analogous to work mapping images
to text for the task of auto-captioning [102]. Explainability has emerged as
an adjacent concept to scrutability in recommender systems [55], often pre-
senting a descriptive cause and effect rationale for why a recommendation is
being made (e.g. this course is being recommended because you took Linear
Algebra last semester). Our contribution to scrutable neural network models
in this section pertains to the definition of scrutability introduced by Kay [47]
of allowing for the examination of what the system believes about the user
(i.e. preferences) and how they are modeled in relation to other users of the
system.
7.2 Adding Semantics to the Hidden States of an RNN
Tagging is a means for adding semantics to an item. With the subject inter-
est/disinterest feature of the recommender, we added semantics to the vector
space by using the subject area of a course as its tag and synthesized a vector
for that subject which could then be used to generalize its relation to courses
outside of the subject. In this section, we demonstrate how semantics can be
associated with the hidden state of an RNN. While these states are not vector
spaces, useful topical regularities may be produced that do not correspond
directly to words in the courses being recommended but nevertheless provide
a relevant conceptual description of the current state of the user model. We
augmented the best model as predicted on the test set (from Table 6) by
adding an auxiliary output of the combined bag-of-words of all the courses
taken in that semester by the student. This combined BOW was a multi-hot
of the same dimensionality as described in the course equivalency validation
of section 4.2 where a 1 was placed in a dimension of the BOW if the cor-
responding word appeared in any of the courses taken by the student that
semester. The auxiliary output layer used a softmax activation with categori-
cal cross-entropy loss, much like the output layer of a skip-gram model. This
layer existed alongside the standard course multi-hot output of the existing
model. The weighting of each output layer can be adjusted, and so we tuned
the weight of the BOW output such that the magnitude of its loss was on the
same order as the loss produced by the course enrollment multi-hot. While a
sigmoid with binary cross-entropy could be used in place of the current ac-
tivation and loss, it would produce overly optimistic accuracy due to being
rewarded for predicting the highly abundant 0 class representing that a word
does not appear in the BOW. We trained the model, this time with the course
description BOW auxiliary output and then selected one student at random
from the majors of Cognitive Science, Economics, and Chemistry, and recorded
the probability distribution over the BOW at each semester. The top 5 most
probable words in each semester were logged, with the top words for each stu-
dent’s Fall semester (from their Freshman to Senior years) shown in Table 11.
Checking the performance of this model on the test set course prediction task,
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we found that course prediction accuracy was not diminished by the addition
of this output (Recall@10 improved by an insignificant margin).
Table 11: The five most probable words from the BOW output of the LSTM
describing the hidden state representation of three students in the majors of
Cognitive Science, Economics, and Chemistry in the Fall semester of each of
their four academic years. The keywords represent an interpretation of the
model’s belief in what is of relevance to the student at each semester.
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior
Cognitive Science
major language relation social
read introduction symbol examine
write science problem relation
requirement structure cognition well
discuss logic psychology politics
Economics
first determinant analysis problem
equation allocation economics analysis
differentiate space application theory
order application estimation model
application resource introduction introduction
Chemistry
radioactive chemical molecular design
equivalent application mechanics computation
emphasis mechanics kinetics application
science physics structure principle
kinetics introduction emphasis logic
7.3 Visualization of student course pathways
We visually inspected our model to see if it would capture the course enroll-
ment similarity and diversity of Berkeley students as they made their way
through to the last year of their undergraduate career. Specifically, we con-
sidered all 6,103 students that graduated on time with Fall 2016 as their last
academic year of study. That included 4,093 new freshmen who matriculated
in Fall 2013 and 2,010 transfers who matriculated in Fall 2015. We fed their
enrollment and major data through our best performing model from Table 6
and extracted the hidden state of the LSTM for each student at their Fall
2016 semester. This hidden state consisted of the first 256 elements of the
input of the last fully-connect layer, which did not include the concatenation
with the additional features such as major and GPA. We then used Barnes-
Hut t-SNE [97] to reduce the dimensionality of the 256 length hidden state to
a two dimensional space. t-SNE dimensionality reduction prioritizes retaining
closeness in the high-dimensional space in the lower-dimensional space and
is a non-linear manifold projection. An interactive d3 scatter plot tool6, de-
veloped by the research lab for representation cluster analysis, was used to
visualize the 2D mapping, coloring the data point of each student based on
6 https://github.com/CAHLR/d3-scatterplot
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Fig. 15: Visualization of undergraduates based on their hidden state extracted
from the RNN at the beginning of their final academic year. The position of a
student in this scatter plot can be seen as summarizing their history of course
enrollments.
their major. The results are depicted in Fig. 15. This visualization represents a
summary of students’ course enrollment paths from matriculation up until the
first semester of their last year and suggests which majors followed a similar
theme of course selection.
The majors of Cognitive Science and Psychology can be seen at the very
center of the plot, serving as the conceptual linchpins for the hemispheres of
STEM and non-STEM majors, respectively. The other boundary majors that
can be seen sitting between the mathematical disciplines (e.g. Engineering
and the physical sciences) and the social sciences and humanities are; Business
Administration, Economics, Linguistics, and Public Health, with the collection
of majors often declared in preparation for a medical degree located between
Engineering and Public Heath.
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8 Discussion of Bias
A model of adaptive personalization can at times come to wrong conclusions,
whether constructed from inferences from ratings or behaviors. User choice
has been a proposed mediator of potential negative bias in such systems [47]
and is one strategy employed in our implementation to combat cases where
a student’s interests do not align with what has been inferred by the model
from their course history. Subject preferences can be specified, majors can be
added and removed, and the collaborative bias can be turned off completely.
Four other strategies, not yet implemented, can also be brought to bear to ad-
dress gaps in effective collaborative-based recommendation systems. The first
is to impose policies or rules with the intent of discouraging historic behav-
ioral patterns an institution wishes to counteract or curtail. This constitutes
the introduction of bias in itself, albeit one in the direction an institution or
representative governing body deems to be in their interests or the interests
of their constituent community. The second alternative strategy is to coun-
teract bias at the model representation level. Word embeddings have scored
high on measures of implicit bias [9] and have been found to contain negative
gender-based stereotypes in analogical associations of gendered words and pro-
fessions. Approaches have been proposed for modifying embeddings to remove
such undesirable associations [12]. Since embeddings are trained on members of
society’s own writings or behaviors, they are a candid reflection of our historic
dispositions and should remain unmodified if being studied for anthropologi-
cal purposes; however, as societal norms are contested and drift, associations
may quickly become antiquated and we may like to quickly bring them up to
speed if they are being used formatively. The third strategy is therefore to
bias towards more recent data in the training of these models so as to reflect
modern trends over more historic ones. Lastly, any source of guidance, human
or algorithmic, can be prone to exhibiting unintended negative biases and,
like with humans, mechanisms should exist for users to provide feedback when
they believe a misunderstanding has occurred and perhaps allow the error in
representation to be explicitly corrected [15].
Still, in spite of strategies to prevent it, users may be confronted with rec-
ommendations from an inaccurate model of them. It is therefore an important
question for designers of recommendation systems, particularly in educational
settings, to ask under what circumstances does a user’s membership in a stereo-
type turn from a help, to a hindrance, to a harm and what factors influence
someone’s propensity to be negatively affected by perceived inclusion in an
inaccurate or over general stereotype or category. The socio-cultural factors
around algorithmic recommendation in formative contexts are no less complex
than those faced by human recommenders, such as academic advisers, who at
times need to give advice that an advisee may not want to hear.
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9 Limitations
Several representational limitations exist in the RNN and skip-gram models.
For courses that have been offered for many years, their concepts may have
drifted; however, we decided to only use a single representation of the course,
which likely represented the concepts present in the majority of offerings of
the course and not necessarily in the most recent offering. Some courses are
taught by one of several instructors. The instructor teaching the course in a
particular semester or section can have a significant impact on its material and
pedagogy, though this difference will not be reflected in the course description
and is also not reflected in our representations as instructor effects were not
incorporated into the models. While instructor interest/disinterest would be a
popular feature among students, it would likely be a politically untenable one.
A more technical limitation of associating an instructor with a course is that
our multi-hot input representation paradigm inhibits this association without
exponentially increasing the input vocabulary size. In order to associate any
feature with a course (i.e. grade, instructor, or year), separate tokens of each
course concatenated with each possible feature value must be created. If one
course per time-slice were presented, thus compromising the semester struc-
ture, the exponential expansion could be avoided by concatenating feature
one-hots together without any ambiguity as to which course they were being
associated with. In order to add features to the skip-gram representation, a
modification of the c++ word2vec implementation [87] would need to be made,
or modeled in a separate extensible framework. This is feasible but in both
cases would likely not be without a hit to performance, given the substantial
optimization to hardware of the canonical models.
The recommender system is limited by the cold-start problem in two re-
gards. First, when a student is in their first semester at the University, the
system currently has no data about the student with which to adapt to. This
means that, prior to the user specifying filters or an intended major, the same
recommendations would be shown to all first semester students. This problem
could be addressed by integrating information about the advanced placement
or community college credits the student has earned. Alternatively, a first year
student could be scaffolded to specify several candidate majors before sugges-
tions are shown so that the student can be shown first year courses that may
be advantageous for pursuing either major. The second cold-start limitation is
in the courses available to be displayed. If any of the “Explore based on” op-
tions are selected (the collaborative option is selected by default), the system
sorts courses by their collaborative-based probability or in combination with
the course’s relationship to specified subjects of interest or disinterest. This
means that only courses with a vector representation can be sorted, which pre-
cludes courses being taught for the first time. To overcome the cold-start issue
with new courses, a filter could be introduced which shows only new courses
in a random order, or a mapping function can be learned, bootstrapping the
course into the RNN embedding and skip-gram vector space by way of its
catalog description.
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10 Contribution
In this paper, we brought to bear the state-of-the-art in connectionist ap-
proaches to collaborative filtering and representation, tuning and validating
individual models and integrating them into a personalized adaptive course
information and recommendation system deployed at scale, serving students
pursuing 265 majors across the university.
Below, we summarize the work’s contributions to areas of representation
learning, recurrent neural network design, recommender systems, and the ap-
plication area of higher-education.
Using a skip-gram for representation learning, we demonstrated how a col-
laborative based representation of item content could be constructed implicitly
from behavioral data. On the task of predicting which courses had high subject
matter overlap, representations learned from enrollment sequences performed
better in terms of average predicted similarity than a bag-of-words represen-
tation of the courses based on their semantic catalog description. When using
median instead of average similarity rank, the BOW approach provided better
predictions, with a median rank of 4 compared to the skip-gram model’s 18
(out of 3,939 candidate courses).
In order to adapt the canonical recurrent neural network design to our
application area, we introduced the use of multi-hot input to represent mul-
tiple elements (courses) of the same type being observed in the same time
slice (semester). The RNN was able to find significant signal in historic enroll-
ments, predicting on average one third of courses selected by students in the
test semester, an improvement of 47% over a popularity by major baseline. The
best RNN model used the highest node count in our hyperparameter search
of 254 and incorporated all the available features of major, entry type (trans-
fer/new freshman), and GPA of the previous semester. We added a degree of
scrutability to the RNN by creating an auxiliary BOW output of the descrip-
tions of courses taken by a student in the predicted semester. By extracting
the highest predicted words at each time slice, a glimpse into the semantics
behind the model’s inferred areas of relevance to the user was gained.
The combination of skip-gram and RNN models showed how a system could
blend personalization, recommendation, and information retrieval. Personal-
ization of recommendations via the RNN was achieved by displaying sugges-
tions based on the course history of the student and her major. The student
could add explicit personalization to this model by changing the specification
of their major, deciding to turn off the collaborative based sorting of courses,
or choosing to filter the sorted courses by department, degree satisfaction,
registrar recommended, or by courses with open seats. Any number of these
options could be selected at once. Using the subject interest and disinterest
feature, a student could express a subject preference. We showed an exam-
ple of this feature, accommodated by the skip-gram created vector space of
courses, where courses are filtered by Economics and sorted by courses scoring
high in Public Policy but not Statistics. Manual rating of the relevance of each
of the nearly 4,000 courses to each of the 197 subject areas is an intractable
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task, but the representations of courses learned from enrollments using vector
space models come with built-in relational information between courses and,
by extension, between subjects by way of the centroid of their courses. This
expression of preference could be framed as a query, with the results a prod-
uct of information retrieval, blended with a user model when both options are
turned on.
Big data presents an opportunity to venture outside of a single silo and
expand the impact and scope of an adaptive system and the analyses which
drive it. Access to the big data of an entire campus’ historic enrollments pro-
vided this opportunity to integrate these nascent techniques rapidly into a
first of its kind system that serves students from all corners of the Univer-
sity. We presented design considerations for recommendation systems in this
domain by way of a usability study, where we found an emphasis on the impor-
tance students place on satisfying degree requirements. Feature requests were
surfaced which ranged from simple in nature to implement, such as linking to
descriptions of the recommended courses, to features requiring methodological
research, such as explaining why a recommendation was being made. Overall,
the system scored moderately high in user acceptance, with a 4.25 out of 5
average agreement when asked if they would use the service if it were available
in the future. A final domain contribution was the visualization of the RNN
hidden state for students in the final year of their undergraduate degree. This
provided a never-before seen qualitative summary of enrollment pathways and
an abstract global representation of the curricular similarities between majors.
11 Future work
Within the context of the recommender system, we plan to expand the eval-
uation in several dimensions. First, to conduct a larger user study and gauge
students’ impressions of the most recent functional additions. Next would be
to conduct usability studies at other universities and at the community col-
lege level, where the need for scalable guidance is highest, to investigate what
adaptation might be necessary based on different enrollment priorities and
intuitions about the technology. Future work could also expand what is be-
ing measured in the evaluation. Affective benefits of the system, such as re-
duced anxieties around enrollment could be explored, as well as evaluating the
system’s impact on normative time to graduation. Finally, we could explore
additional goodness metrics for recommendation, such as serendipity.
In the area of scrutable connectionist user models, there is more to uncover.
After revealing the semantics of what the user model believes about the user,
the next step would be to investigate why the model has come to hold this
belief. If the user disagrees with the model or its epistemology, she may want
to change it. Therefore, enabling open user modeling paradigms within neural
network frameworks is an area of future work. Also related to open user models
and adaptive personalization is how to incorporate explicit goal setting by the
user while still leveraging the benefits of collaborative bias.
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